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Remote-maintenance Siemens-S7-PLC with MPI/Profibus

Remote-maintenance of a Siemens-S7-controller with S7-LAN on MPI/Profibus via
secure VPN-tunnel of the TeleRouter



Active on every S5-PLC

PLC's without current-sources (+20mA) and voltages (5V/24V) at the PG-interface such
as the AS511-plug-in card?
The PG-USB-cable does not need anything, it is supplied directly from the USB-socket to
which it was plugged. It is active towards its communication-partners, contains its own
current-sources.
Universally connected to the S5-PLC without worrying about the supply. Function also
given on controls with current-sources/voltages.

Protection for data-dump and modification

You want to protect your system against unauthorized access and changes? No problem,
with the S7-firewall you secure your system against unauthorized access and thus prevent
deduction or alteration of your system and process data.



Standardised time

Should all EtherSens devices record time-synchronized in your equipment? By coupling
with an NTP-time-server, all devices pick up the current time and adjust this.

Coupling of  S5-PLC with S7-PLC via PD-interfaces

S5 in the machine-park, conversion to S7 not profitable, central-control still requires
production-data, who does not know this problem.
 With "S5anMPI" you connect the S5-PLC with a standard interface-cable with the
MPI/PROFIBUS of a S7-PLC. Loading handling-blocks in both PLCs, communication
integrated and "S5anMPI" exchanges DB-content on request of the respective PLC.
Configuration in the "S5anMPI" which PLC is active, also both PLCs active is possible.
 Data-exchange without much effort and the S5-PLC continues in the S7-combination as
usual and does not have to be replaced.



Data logger with FTP-interface

You need a data logger which tape-records the specified data of the PLC and you can
collect the data via FTP on demand. No problem, TP-II with the option Datalogger is the
solution for you.

WinTELEPROF-software = software-PG-TELE

Your're using the devices of the Tele-Network-family and don't want to have a device
standing on the table? No problem. Install the WinTELEPROF-software on your PC and
after link connection access to your Step5/7-programming software (also Siemens) via a
virtual Com-Port.
 At Step5 the Step5-software is going to be patched, then working with the virtual
Com-Port will be also possible.


